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We know that the planning process of a city takes time - and it has to - for it involves a multitude of actors and issues, as 
well as long-term guidelines; however, sometimes, simple, focused interventions can create new energy, demonstrating 
the possibilities of a space in a way that motivates others to engage with their community. It can even contribute to the 

planning process. This gets to the essence of true urban acupuncture - it needs to be precise and quick, that’s the secret.

-Jamie Lerner, Architect + Urbanist 
Founder of the Jaime Lerner Institute and Jaime Lerner Associate Architects (JLAA)

Mayor of Curitiba, Brazil (1971-75, 1979-84, 1989-92)
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STUDIO SUMMARY
This studio used the lens of “urban acupuncture” to incorporate 
affordable housing and public space into the major renovation of 
the historic Greyhound Bus Station in downtown Eugene, OR. Urban 
acupuncture is a socio-spatial theory that leverages small projects to 
address important social issues. Housing insecurity is a core issue for 
the Pacific Northwest and Eugene, in particular, has piloted innovative 

approaches. The studio asked, how can architecture 
leverage this critical site toward the relief 
of housing insecurity while still engaging 
the public and commercial functions of a 
prominent transit corridor?
The Greyhound Bus Station is a historic building with unique Streamline-
Modern elements. The Urban Acupuncture studio worked through 

themes of historic preservation, mixed-use 
development, and social housing to propose 
concepts that engage the public realm and stimulate spatial equity 
within the city. Students studied the morphology of Eugene over the 
twentieth century and assessed the success of turn-of-the-century urban 
renewal efforts on adjacent sites. They conducted original research 
through behavior mapping and site observations as well as interviews 
with local pedestrians. They worked individually to propose a program 
and ultimately a building concept and site development plan that 
complied with the city’s master planning guidelines and growth goals as 
well as prescriptive sustainability standards. Studio work included site 
visits to successful affordable housing projects, field research, in-studio 
work and review, lectures, and readings.
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SCHEDULE

Version 22 JUL 19 1 

URBAN ACUPUNCTURE: Renovating the Historic Greyhound Bus Station for Social Housing 
ARCH 4/585 | SUMMER 2019  
Lyndsey Deaton 
 
SCHEDULE 
 

 CLASS AGENDA ASSIGNMENTS* READING ASSIGNMENTS** 
 WEEK 1| SITE ANALYSIS 
6/24 Introduction 

Site Analysis Discussion  
Review Files on CANVAS 

First Impression Model (FIM) 
Site Analysis (5%) 
 

CUP (2009) 
Fishman, R (2018) Global Crisis 
NLIHC (2019) 
JCHS (2013) (skim) 

6/25 Lecture: Affordable Housing (Bollo) 
>rm 405A from 9:45-11am 

 Glucklich, E (2018);  
Gilbert Dolan – Landscape Lines 
Standards for Treatment HP (skim) 
NPS Tech. Briefs 17, 35, 38 (skim) 
Case Study HP (skim) 

6/26 Lecture: Historic Preservation (Kerr) 
>rm 405A from 9:45-11am 

Precedent Studies (3%)  Houghton, K. (2015) Urban 
Acupuncture 

6/27 Greyhound Station Site Visit 
>meet at 987 Pearl Street at 9:00 am  
> bring sketch-book  

 Miller, K (2011) Urban Acupuncture 
+ go to website & watch video 
DeMonchaux, N (2011) LA Code 
Casagrande, M (2010) Email 
Casagrande, M (2010) Taipei 

 WEEK 2| CASE STUDIES + RESEARCH 
7/1 Pin-Up: Site Analysis + FIM 

Discussion about Urban Acupuncture 
Lecture: Design Research (Deaton) 

Research (5%): (2) interviews, 
(2 hrs) observation, (2 hrs) 
behavior mapping 

Lerner, J (2014) - Introduction 
Lerner, J (2014) – 24-hr Shop 
Lerner, J (2014) – The Old Cinema 

7/2 Portland Tour  -  
SERA Architects at Orchards of 82nd 
Ankrom Moisan at Grey’s Landing 
>meet at 7:30am at LA parking lot 

3 process models (5%) Lerner, J (2014) – Rescuing a River 
Lerner, J (2014) – The Forbidden 
Lerner, J (2014) – Cali 
Lerner, J (2014) – Do Nothing! 

7/3 Pin-Up: Precedent Studies 
 

 Lerner, J (2014) – Around the  
Lerner, J (2014) – Urban Kindness 

7/4 HOLIDAY 
 WEEK 3| PARTI + PROGRAM DEVELOPEMENT  
7/8 Pin-Up: Research 

Lecture: Concept Design 
Parti + Program + Concept 
Model (5%) 

Lerner, J (2014) –Musical  
Lerner, J (2014) –Continuity is Life 

7/9 Lecture: Perspectives from St. Vincent 
de Paul and Bergsund-DeLaney 
>rm 405A from 9:00-10am 
Eugene Tour – The Myrtlewood 
>meet at 1027 Main at 10:30am  

 Lerner, J (2014) – Street Sounds 
Lerner, J (2014) – Good Recycling 

7/10 Present 3 process models in Desk 
Review (sign up) 

 Lerner, J (2014) –People in the… 
Lerner, J (2014) –Smart Car, Smart 

7/11 Work Day  Lerner, J (2014) –Commitment 
Lerner, J (2014) –Draw Your City 

7/12 OPTIONAL REVIEW: Mark Gillem, FAIA 
and Jerry Zekert, AIA 

  

* Assignments are listed on the day the assignment is given. Check for “pin-up” under the “Class Agenda” column to see 
when they are due. 
**Reading assignments are to be completed before the class listed.   
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Version 22 JUL 19 2 

 CLASS AGENDA ASSIGNMENTS* READING ASSIGNMENTS** 
 WEEK 4| FORM + STRUCTURE 
7/15 Pin-Up: Parti + Program + Con. Model 

 
Form + Structure Diagrams 
(2%) 
 

Lerner, J (2014) – Instructions 
Lerner, J (2014) –Creative Leisure 

7/16 Desk Reviews (sign up) 
Eugene Tour – Amazon Corner 
>meet at 747 E 32nd Ave at 10:30am 

Plans (5%): site plan, floor 
plans, 2 sections, 2 elevations 

Lerner, J (2014) – Self-Esteem 
Lerner, J (2014) –Light is Good 

7/17 Discuss Readings  
Work Day 

 Lerner, J (2014) – Aqua-puncture 
Lerner, J (2014) – The Mobility 

7/18 Pin-Up: Form + Structure Diagrams  
Eugene Tour –  
Roosevelt Crossing + The Oaks 
>meet at 338 HWY 99 N at 9:30am 
>meet at 1424 Oak Patch at 10:30am 

 None. 

 
 WEEK 5| FACADE + COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
7/22 MID REVIEW (20%) 

LA 278 from 8:30-11:30 
  

7/23 Desk Reviews (sign up) 
 

Skin Studies (5%) L Lerner, J (2014) – Eco-clock 
Lerner, J (2014) – Arborescence  

7/24 Desk Reviews (sign up) 
Lecture: Street Engagement (Deaton) 

 Lerner, J (2014) –Produced  
Lerner, J (2014) – Of Parks  

7/25 Desk Reviews (sign up)  Lerner, J (2014) – The One-Page 
Lerner, J (2014) –Urban Cholest  

 WEEK 6| PLANS + ROOM STUDIES 
7/29 Pin-Up: Skins Studies  

Lecture: Kid’s Spaces 
Room Studies (5%) (model, 
etc.) 

Lerner, J (2014) –Buildings with 
Lerner, J (2014) –Acupuncture of  

7/30 Desk Reviews (sign up) 
Lecture: Graphic Presentations 

Final Review Mock-up Lerner, J (2014) – Rambalas 
Lerner, J (2014) – A Pinprick 

7/31 Desk Reviews (sign up)  Lerner, J (2014) – Trompe L’oeil 
Lerner, J (2014) – A Letter to  

8/01 Desk Reviews (sign up)  Lerner, J (2014) – How to Find 
Lerner, J (2014) – The Presence 

 WEEK 7| GRAPHIC PRESENTATION STRATEGY 
8/05 Pin-Up: Room studies + Mock-Up Final Review Requirements Lerner, J (2014) – Markets and 

Lerner, J (2014) – The Bar Counter 
Lerner, J (2014) – Love for the City 

8/06 Desk Reviews (sign up)  None. 
8/07 Desk Reviews (sign up)  None. 
8/08 Desk Reviews (sign up)  None. 
    
 WEEK 8| PRODUCTION 
8/12 Desk Reviews (sign up)  None. 
8/13 Desk Reviews (sign up)  None. 
8/14 Desk Reviews (sign up)  None. 
8/15 FINAL REVIEW (Exact Date TBD) (40%)  None. 
 SUBMIT SCANNED NOTEBOOKS + 

EVALUATIONS/EXIT INTERVIEWS 
  

* Assignments are listed on the day the assignment is given. Check for “pin-up” under the “Class Agenda” column to see 
when they are due. 
**Reading assignments are to be completed before the class listed.  
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TOUR 1 | ORCHARDS ON 82ND

Architect Travis Dang of SERA Architects led a site tour of  the recently 
completed Orchards of 82nd, a 48-unit mixed-use transit oriented 
development and affordable housing project in Portland’s Jade District. 
Dang was the lead designer for the project and helped the students 
understand the project’s importance to the community. The project was 
a direct response to the community’s visioning plan and went through 
a rigorous community outreach process with a goal to not displace and 
gentrify but solidify a burgeoning Southeast neighborhood.
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TOUR 2 | GREY’S LANDING

Architect and Principle Michael Bonn of Ankrom Moisan Architects led 
a site tour of Grey’s Landing - the first affordable housing development 
in Portland’s South Waterfront district (2012). This project earned LEED 
Platinum Certification from the United States Green Building Council 
and is able of offset the low energy use through photo-voltaic panels - a 
rare addition to affordable housing projects. It hosts 209 affordable 
apartments surrounding a raised community courtyard on top of mixed-
use development. It is located on a public transportation rail corridor and 
engages the city through a highly transparent ground floor and sidewalk 
permeability.  
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TOUR 3 | THE MYRTLEWOOD

Architect and Principal Bergsund DeLaney Architecture and Planning 
Anne Delaney and Project Manager at St. Vincent de Paul Society of 
Lane County Kristen Karle co-led a tour of the Myrtlewood in Springfield, 
Oregon. This project is a four-story building consistent of 35 affordable 
apartments and ground floor community space. All apartments are one-
bedroom and target households at or below 50% AMI while four units 
are targeted clients of Mainstream Housing who serves individuals with 
developmental disabilities and an additional four units receive assistant 
through the Section 811 program. The project received Earth Advantage 
Gold Certification through energy efficient windows, blown insulation, 
enhanced air sealing, improved air quality, and LED lighting throughout. 
(Some text from the project handout given by SVDP).
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TOUR 4 | ROOSEVELT CROSSING

Director of Program Development at Sponsors, Laura Johnson, led 
a tour of Roosevelt Crossing - a 72-bed Men’s Transitional Housing 
community focusing on short-term residents in Eugene, OR. This project 
was also designed by Bergsund DeLaney Architects and features mixed-
use development with community amenities programmed below the 
apartment units. This low income housing tax credit property responds 
to the housing needs of formed inmates in need of transitional housing 
upon re-entering the community. Therefore, the project features 
prominent landscaped community spaces such as courtyards, gardens, 
and activity spaces. (Images from Bergsund DeLaney’s website).
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TOUR 5 | THE OAKS AT 14TH

Laura Johnson from Sponsors also gave our class a tour of The Oaks at 
14th in Eugene, OR. This project is a 54-unit apartment community of 
affordable, permanent housing serving individuals with criminal histories, 
including veterans, seniors, and people with disabilities designed by 
Bergsund DeLaney Architects. The community is organized around two 
outdoors spaces - a public plaza and a private courtyard. This project 
achieved Gold Certification from Earth Advantage through increased 
attention to enhanced air sealing measures and a high efficiency building 
envelope, focusing on the long term benefit of passive strategies in 
sustainable design. The dwelling units include interior finishes selected 
to balance durability and improved indoor air quality. (Some text from 
Bergsund DeLaney’s website).
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TOUR 6 | AMAZON CORNER

Architect Peter King of Rowell Brokaw led a tour of Amazon Corner on 
32nd Street in Eugene, OR. While this project is not affordable housing, 
it is one of the only mixed-use development in the county. The project 
is a 120,000 sf building with 117 units in a “four-over-one” program with 
below-grade parking, ground-level retail and residential space, and four 
floors of residential living above. The project features a variety of housing 
types, from studios to two-bedroom apartments The project focused on 
durable materials, a southwest facing public plaza, and a transparent 
ground level to draw in pedestrians and commuters off of the transit 
corridor. Community safety is enhanced through “eyes on the street” 
designs of large windows and balconies overlooking the street. (Some 
text taken from Rowell Browkaw’s website.) 
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SITE ANALYSIS

18

Located on the eastern edge of the Downtown District in Eugene, 
Oregon, our site encompasses a quarter of a standard Eugene city block. 
Bounded by Pearl Street to the West, 10th Street to the South, and 
vehicle alleyways on both the North and East sides of the site, we are 
left with approximately 161 feet x 166 feet (approximately 27,000 sf). The 
historic Eugene Greyhound station, some of which has been converted 
into  covered parking, and the original driver barracks were built on 
this site in the late 1930s but now have been relocated to the City of 
Springfield in a regional transit center. This historic site that once was the 
main means of regional and national transportation has fallen dormant 
and the critical site is at risk of failing to draw people into the downtown 
district. 

Although the commercial bus station has relocated this site is still 
located directly on a major transportation corridor for city buses, rapid 
bus transport lines, and features access to Eugene’s bike sharing network 
- allowing someone without a car to still be able to travel and commute 
around Eugene. The site is also consistently, almost perpetually, 
surrounded by concrete and asphalt parking structures and lots, creating 
the desire to avoid those materials as finishes where possible. The 
surrounding downtown areas has a variety of amenities, with several 
amenities that really draw people to downtown Eugene.  

Generally, the downtown district lacks long term housing and other 
residential oriented amenities such as grocery stores due to suburban 
flight in the 1970s. Currently downtown Eugene is lacking housing that is 
affordable for a primarily single occupant population base. The city code 
permits commercial mixed use buildings to reach 150 feet in height. This 
increased density could allow for an affordable housing complex that fits 
both residential needs and commercial needs. However, the surrounding 
properties feature low building heights so the design solution will need 
to consider some sort of transitional form to help the downtown district 
gracefully increase in density. 

High Alley

East Broadway Alley



Percentage of people who earn less than $25,000 a year. 

TOTAL POPULATION: 3,443 PEOPLE

273 FAMILIES

1,612 SINGLE LIVING

Average income of people living in a one mile radius from the site.

DOWNTOWN EUGENE BOUNDARY

83.6%

13%

Percentage of population under the age of 18 years old. 

Percentage of population between 18-64 years old.

Percentage of population over 64 years old. 

DOWNTOWN EUGENE DEMOGRAPHICS

3.3%

62.5% $34,913

1. 15,000 people work in downtown.
2. Major office space is located downtown.

Site reference guides
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There are a total of 2,004 residential units in Downtown Eugene. Out of all 
the housing available, 90% of the housing is already occupied. 

90% OF HOUSING IS OCCUPIED.

Average income of people living in a one mile radius from the site.

43.87% OF THE EMPLOYABLE  
POPULATION IS UNEMPLOYED.
The employable population includes everyone that lives in Downtown 
Eugene and is older than 16 and capable of join the workforce. Out of the 
entire population, 43.87% is unemployed.  

PREFERRED FORM OF TRANSPORTATION 

8.9% OF POPULATION BIKE 7.2% OF POPULATION USE PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION

33.3% OF POPULATION WALK 47.6% OF POPULATION DRIVE

Our studio collected data about the Downtown Eugene population 
by reviewing  the 2017 U.S. Census and other official documents and 
records. The data showed that there are very few families living in the 
downtown district but did not say if this was due to the lack of options 
or if the lack of options is due to the lack of demand. We can say that 
there is a demand for single units. The total population in the downtown 
district is about 5% of the city population - making it one of the higher 

density areas in Eugene. The downtown population 
is mostly low-income adults and many lack 
stable employment.
 Through analysis of the demographics we found that there is a need for 
housing, especially for single units in the downtown district of Eugene, 
OR. There is also a large population that is unemployed or earn less than 
$25,000 a year. From this, we can infer that there would be a demand 
for  affordable housing options in the area. Public transportation is a 
major asset for affordable housing residents so we also looked at the 
transportation options in the downtown district.

Our site on 10th and Pearl St. is close to a lot of bus stops and the 
major EMX (Emerald Express Buss Rapid Transit) route. As evident 
from the data, there are many forms of transportation in use within the 
area, and with several bus stops, and parking lots near by, the site is 
easily accessible, making the location ideal for many residential and 
commercial uses.
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76’

20’

Parking

33’

91’

131’

11th St. 10th St.

Taller commercial 
building and the Citizen’s 
Building

E 6th Ave Willamette River

Developing our site into a housing development will stimulate the 
downtown core by helping to support a new economy. Currently, most 
of the downtown businesses rely solely on the 9-5 professional workforce 
for income and  outside of those hours the downtown is absent of 
pedestrian activity. By reinforcing residential use in  the neighborhoods 
adjacent to the commercial core downtown and supplementing 
downtown with housing will help to augment the economy. 

Charnelton St. Olive St. Willamette St.Oak St. Pearl St. High St.

STREET CONNECTION AND BUILDING ELEVATION STUDY

There is also an opportunity to promote density. As shown in the building 
elevation study above, the current site is much lower in height than 
the surrounding buildings. Our studio researched the city zoning and 
allowances to understand the building height permit of the site. We 
found there is a great potential of vertical space that is unused. This 
became a primary driver in developing the program and capacity of each 
design proposal. 

UNUSED HEIGHT 
POTENTIAL

EXISTING 
BUILDING 
VOLUME

E Broadway



ZONING FOR DOWNTOWN EUGENE

Our site is located in the C-3 Major Commercial base zone. It is also 
on a transit-oriented corridor (TOD) and should comply with the TOD 
overlay requirements. Most of the adjacent sites are zoned for C-2 
Community Commercial or C-3 Major Commercial. The distinct feature 
of C-3 development is a 150’ building height allowance. This implies that 
the municipality would like this section of downtown to incrementally 
increase in height. 

We also found several other planning documents such as the Vision 
Plan and the Great Streets Guide that helped to understand what 
the community would like to see as this area sees renewed urban 
development.

0'     200'   400'
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DOWNTOWN CONDITIONS

This map is a compilation of street direction, transportation connections, 
amenities around the site, context, and open spaces. The layers are 
intended to bring a general awareness of gaps and overlaps. From this 
map we start to notice the abundance of banks and attorney’s offices 
near our site. Additionally, our site is surrounded by vacant properties 
- specifically a number of food establishments that have not done well. 
There are some food establishments on the block north of the site but 
pedestrian foot traffic does not seem to come down to the site - even 
though the closest route to the EMX bus stop is through our site. 

The site also surrounded by parking lots and parking garages which 
could be part of the reason for the lack of pedestrian traffic. The site lacks 
green space or visual interest. 

The site seems to be located in a dead-zone. 

There is a lot of potential - the bones of good urban development are 
visible but there seems to be an issue with the amenities and the lack of a 
non-professional population in the downtown district. 

Parking Area Site Buildings City Park

1/4 MILE RADIUS FROM SITE  
(TYP. PEDESTRIAN DOMIAN)

0'     200'   400'
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STREETS + SIDEWALKS

Downtown Eugene is a mix of both one way and two way streets. The 
site is bounded by Pearl St (one-way south bound), 10th St (two-way), 
and two inter-block alleys (North and East side). It is two blocks from an 
arterial (Franklin Drive) that connects to North Eugene (North) and to the 
University of Oregon campus (East). 

The central city bus terminal is three blocks west of the site (outlined in 
red). Pearl St has protected bike lanes. While, the site has  sidewalks they 
have gotten smaller over the past decades. The historic photographs 
of the site reveal 10' sidewalks shaded by large trees (courtesy of Lane 
County History Museum). Today, those sidewalks have been encroached 
on by on-street parking. 

PEARL STREET10th STREET

One-Way StreetTwo-Way Street Arterial StreetSite City Bus Station

1/4 MILE RADIUS FROM SITE 
(TYP. PEDESTRIAN DOMIAN)

0'     200'   400'
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1/4 MILE RADIUS FROM SITE 
(TYP. PEDESTRIAN DOMIAN) 0'              200'          400'



The site has many facilities that support different modes of 
transportation. The wide variety gives people multiple choices for 
travel. An EMX (bus rapid transit) line runs through the heart of the 
downtown and stops near the site as well as traditional bus stops. The 
area is culturally bike friendly and the city has dedicated bi-directional 
bike lanes on Pearl Street. PeaceHealth (bike share program) has a 
station located on the site at 10th Street (as show in the picture to the 
right). There are nine paid parking lots mostly used for daily business 
commuters near the site with on-street paid parking on Pearl Street. 
Ride-sharing is also an option in Eugene via programs such as Uber and 
Lyft. Picture courtesy of Rowell Brockaw Architects. 

Bus StopBike Lane EMX RouteSite Bike Share Stop
0'          50'     100'

Parking Area

TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS
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1/4 MILE RADIUS FROM SITE 
(TYP. PEDESTRIAN DOMIAN) 0'              200'          400'
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There are a large amount of amenities in the area  surrounding the site 
including restaurants, hotels, banks, etc. The most common amenity in 
the 1/4 mile around our site is banks and lawyer's offices. Most of the 
food services are concentrated along the Broadway Boulevard - one 
block north of the site. An archival review (using Google Maps History) 
revealed that the restaurants nearest the site (along Pearl Street, have 
changed ownership every few years. Additionally, the tenant shops 
underneath the parking garage are (and have been) mostly vacant (as 
show in the picture to the right). Picture courtesy of Google Maps, 2018. 

Services Public Parking Education Shopping Groceries Entertainment

BarRestaurant Residential Office Law Government Financial

0'          50'     100'

AROUND THE SITE
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This map looks at main attractions in relation to vacancies in the 
downtown Eugene area. Broadway Boulevard (image A) is a major 
pedestrian axis and considered the spine of the downtown district 
redevelopment plan. From this axis, several major destinations can be 
accessed: The Hult Center, Whole Foods, 5th Street Market, the Park 
Blocks (image B), and Kesey Square. The Eugene Bus Station (image C) 
is a main hub that facilitates greater foot traffic in downtown Eugene. 
Through observation, streets adjacent to these ‘main attractions’ have 
greater foot traffic and less vacancies than streets that do not have 
similar places of interest. The vacant properties are not along Broadway 
Boulevard. The historic Timbers Inn (image D) is a low density property 
that caters to automobile traffic. Photos courtesy of Google Maps.

CONTEXT MAP

0'     200'   400'

 A. Broadway Boulevard

 B. The Park Blocks

 C. City Bus Station

 D. Historic Timbers Inn

A

B
C

D

Site Attractions Vacancy Buildings

1/4 MILE RADIUS FROM THE CENTER OF THE DOWNTOWN DISTRICT 
(TYP. PEDESTRIAN DOMIAN)

FE
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BUILT FORM PARKING SPACE PARKS / DWELLING SPACE

FIGURE GROUND ANALYSIS

The figure ground analysis shows two-dimensional relationships at the 
urban scale. It typically helps urban designers and architects understand 
the patterns and form of the built environment as a "fabric" or 
interwoven composition. In the lower left graphic, built form is depicted 
revealing a clustering of building density to the south-west of the study 
area. The lower center graphic shades parking area and reveals the 
enormous amount of parking typical of auto-dominated urban policies. 
Finally, the graphic on the lower left shades parks and open space 
revealing the lack of public gathering space and open areas in the study 
area. Photo courtesy of Google Maps.

 E. Pearl Street

 F. Surface Parking Lot
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LANDSCAPE

The landscape around the site is predominantly pavement with some 
remaining street trees and planter boxes. The streets are paved with 
asphalt and the sidewalks are concrete. The significant amount of hard 
surfaces exacerbates the environmental temperature. For example, when 
it is sunny outside, the pavement absorbs the heat and slowly releases 
it - making it feel hot while the concrete reflects the sun increasing the 
brightness. However, when its overcast, cold, and raining, 
 the hard surface draws radiant energy from pedestrians  
and makes the surroundings feel even colder.

While the street plantings do help to block some of  
the summer sun, there is not much space between  
the building facade and the sidewalk/street edge.  
Some plantings are on the vertical surface of the  
adjacent parking garage. There are no rooftop gardens  
or solar photovoltaics on the surrounding structures. 
There is a long growing season in Eugene and  
opportunity to add vegetation through landscape  
architecture for this site is promising. Photos courtesy  
of Google Maps.  

0'         50'      100'
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STREET AMENITIES

The City of Eugene provides a number of street amenities that assist 
pedestrians and commuters. This map shows the spread of street lighting 
around the site and the photographs show some of these amenities. 
There are no light poles on the site but all intersections around the site 
are covered by adjacent lamps. There are some dark areas in the alleys 
and between blocks. The only place of rest near the site is a bench built 
for riders of the EMX, which is located a block away from the side. This 
analysis suggests that more amenities might encourage people to travel 
closer to the site. The goal should be to make the site and the journey 
to the site safe, comfortable, and convenient. Photos courtesy of Google 
Maps. 

0'         50'      100'
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RADIANCE AND WIND ANALYSIS

SPRING/FALL SUN

WIND EXPOSURE

RADIANCE ANALYSIS KEY

summer wind

winter wind

September - November
9am - 9pm

The site receives a moderate 
amount of solar exposure in the fall/
spring months.

The site receives a heavy amount 
of northern wind in the summer, but 
the wind could be buffered by the 
surrounding buildings in the site.  

(kWh/m^2)

>50
95
138
183
227
272
316
361
405

450<
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SUMMER SUN

WINTER SUN

June - August
9am - 9pm

The site receives the largest 
amount of solar exposure in the summer 
months.

December - February
9am - 9pm

The site receives the least amount of 
solar exposure in the winter months.
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This diagram shows the relationship between the existing site and 
the surrounding buildings. It also shows the the volume of space for 
comparing areas such as buildings and alleys. The analysis reveals that 
the typical building form extends from sidewalk to sidewalk without 
much occupiable open space. The only areas that do have open space 
are surface parking lots, which are not considered public. Therefore, 
this project aims to reclaim public space through the principles of urban 
acupuncture. Perhaps, by creating open areas that cater to pedestrians 
through inviting architecture our project could increase the foot traffic on 
Pearl Street and 10th Street and in-turn revitalize an area that has been 
functioning as a dead-zone and automobile corridor. Photo courtesy of 
Rowell Brockaw Architects.

3D OPEN SPACE STUDY

B

B
A

A
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B B

A A

These diagrams shows the wall and pathway height ratio taken from 
the open space study on the opposite page. Human silhouettes have 
been added to help give an idea of the human scale of the space. 

Generally, a height-to-width ratio of 1:1 or 1:2 is comfortable in this 
type of developed area. However, the site has a potential height of 
150' - that may affect the human scale of the area and require some 
adjustment to the built form. The area will undergo an increase in 
density as prescribed by the downtown redevelopment code and the 
2030 Master Plan, but this site development could be the first step in 
a long journey. 

The form of the site should reflect the city's grid network of 
alternative narrow alleys with wide streets. The width of the street 
can be mitigated with landscaping such as street trees. However, as 
the height of the surrounding buildings increases, more open space 
near the road should be maintained for light access.

The open space should be oriented toward the intersection of Pearl 
and 10th street to maximize the existing open space created by the 
street. Whereas the site boundary along the alley could be increased 
in height with little impact as the space is already narrow and 
infrequently used. 

OPEN SPACE STUDY SECTION

The site's potential 
height is 150' per the 
Eugene City Code.
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WOOD COLUMNS  
ALONG NORTH SIDE

BUS PASSAGE  
ALONG EAST ALLY 0'         12'        25'

BUS STATION FIRST FLOOR PLAN

10th Street
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Bus Station

BUS CIRCULATION ROUTE

TICKET HALL ENTRANCE

HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE + DETAILS

The southern 2/3rds of the site is a historic Greyhound Bus Station that 
was the primary gateway from the early 1930s until the mid-1960s (when 
personal automobiles surpassed bus transportation).Although not listed 
in the National Historic Register important architectural details remain 
and recall the significance of the Streamline Moderne era in Eugene. 

Noah Kerr, Cultural Landscape Research Group, lectured on the practices 
and concepts of historic preservation (see National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966 and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards). Together we 
reviewed historical records and the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps from 
the 1926-62 Survey, which revealed important historic, organizational 
spatial patterns. Historic photos from Lane County History Museum. 

EXTERIOR AWNING CURVED FACADE BRICK WAINSCOT SKYLIGHTS
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ALUMINUM WALLS

MATERIALS 

COLORS

0'         12'        25'BUS STATION SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Roof ConcreteAluminum 
Sliding

Rusticated Belt 
(Roman Brick)

Painted Stucco 
Cladding

Glazed Tile  
Entry Surround

Stylized 
Parapet

ROOF TRUSS SYSTEMROOF VIEW
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INTERSECTION OF 10th ST & PEARL ST

INTERSECTION OF NORTH & EAST ALLEY



BEHAVIOR 
MAPPING
Behavior mapping is a passive research method that helps designers 
understand how a site is currently being used, by whom, and when. By 
conducting this type of field research we are able to learn about the site 
and ground our design solutions in empirical evidence (evidence-based-
design). Studies show that evidence-based-designs are more resilient 
to change, have higher levels of acceptability for communities, and less 
modifications than designs that are conducted without any fieldwork.

Our process for behavior mapping started with a class discussion to 
select the observation sites. We picked two observation locations: 
location A was on the South-West corner (at the intersection of 10th 
Street and Pearl Street) and location B was at the North-East corner (at 
the intersection of the North and East Alleys). From these two locations, 
the pedestrian circulation can be observed on all sides of the site. 

We then identified observational periods and developed an index of 
demographic information to record. We decided to record observations 
in 15-minute intervals over a one-hour period. Each student signed 
up to record two periods. The periods were spread out over morning, 
"noon," and evening times on both weekdays and weekends. As a class 
we observed 16 hours of movements around the site over a period of 
two weeks in July. We decided to record (as visually possible) gender 
(male, female), age (young, old), method of movement (loitering, walking, 
biking, riding vehicle),  

Our typically process was to go to the observation location (either A or 
B) with a scaled plan of the surrounding 6-block area, pens, and trace 
paper. Every 15-minute interval we would draw the people (through the 
legend) and their circulation route. We also made observational notes 
about the weather or other conditions that may impact the impression of 
the site. 
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BEHAVIOR MAPPING - WEEKDAY MORNINGS

LEGEND

C
B

Location A

Location B

Pedestrian Young Male

Pedestrian Old Male

Pedestrian Young Female

Pedestrian Old Female

Bike

Vehicle

WEDNESDAY | 7/3/19 | 6:30 - 7:30 AM \/

FRIDAY | 7/5/19 | 7:00 - 8:00 AM /\

WEEKDAY MORNING OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION A
The weekday mornings were damp and almost cold even though it is summer time. This probably 
means that this area is generally cold all-year round. Almost all women walking were older (possibly 
out for their morning walk or the retirement center down the street). People (probably guests) smoke 
in the parking lot of the Timbers Inn across the street. Sounds of guests packing their vehicles carry 
across the main intersection. Vehicle noise carries as well as trucks pull into the alley behind the site. 

Employees (possibly from nearby businesses) leave the cafe across the street from the site. As the 
morning grows later, commuters can been seen parking in the adjacent lots and emerging from 
their vehicles and walking toward the downtown. Many people are using the street parking and 
not the empty parking garages. We do not know the difference in rate between on-street and the 
garage except, that Sunday is free on-street.  A group of runners passes by using the sidewalk as their 
thoroughfare. 

C

B

CC

C
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There was more noise than expected on weekday morning from the Alley intersection. Researchers 
observed yelling, fire alarms, and coughing echoing through the streets. Specifically, on Wednesday 
morning, Specifically a man was yelling through the alley talking to himself and acting with unusual 
behavior - possibly inebriated.  
 
The Peace Health Bike Share Racks were empty - showing that they are used regularly and not 
refilled before 8am in the morning. However, cyclists were observed using the PeaceHealth bikes and 
commuting through the alley intersection. 

Sound seems to travel far through the North alley. The hard surfaces carry the sound and even amplify 
the sound of cars in the adjacent parking lots. Photo courtesy of Rowell Brokaw Architects.

WEDNESDAY | 7/3/19 | 8:00 - 9:00 AM /\

WEEKDAY MORNING OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION B

0'            50'         100'
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BEHAVIOR MAPPING - WEEKEND MORNINGS

People were on the street arguing and it echoed in the alley corridor. A man living on the street 
pushed his cart through the covered parking area in the former bus station. Since the bus station was 
vacated, people use it as a cross-through. The same group of runners from yesterday went by on the 
same path but the group was smaller and ran at a slightly earlier time. Maybe there was more than 
one group? There were so many less people out on Sunday morning because there were almost no 
employees. There was also an increase in pedestrian traffic, and a definite dip in early morning activity 
the Timbers Inn. With Friday being July 5th, people might have been leaving town. Traffic moved 
mostly south on Pearl St. and there was a lot more movement along Pearl St. than 10th Ave. Most 
pedestrians were male. There were more bikes moving around on Sunday than Saturday. The weather 
on Sunday was sunny and there was only one person who ended up waiting for the bus. There were 
four bikes on the Peacehealth bike rack, however every bike that being ridden was not PeaceHealth, 
nor had anyone approach the Peace Health bikes.

SATURDAY | 7/6/19 | 7:00 - 8:00 AM \/

SUNDAY | 7/7/19 | 8:45 - 9:45 AM 

LEGEND

C
B

Location A

Location B

Pedestrian Young Male

Pedestrian Old Male

Pedestrian Young Female

Pedestrian Old Female

Bike

Vehicle

WEEKEND MORNING OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION A

C

B

C

C
B

C
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SATURDAY| 7/6/19 | 9:25 - 10:25 AM /\

0'            50'         100'

On Saturday morning at 9:25 am nobody was on the street but the birds were singing. The parking 
lots near 10th Street and in the bus station were empty. The nearby Eugene City church bells rang 
every 15 minutes. There was a man living on the street searching for something in the Thai Restaurant 
dumpsters in the alleys between the site. He kept hitting something metal and it made the area feel 
dangerous.  

At 10am cars and pedestrians started to emerge. Two men ran past. About 30 percent of cars on 10th 
Street go to the Timbers Inn. At 10:13, the garbage truck came which made a lot of noise! A policeman 
came to check the safety of the alley. Because of the Saturday market occurring just two block north 
of the site, many people chose to walk down Pearl Street and the East Alley toward the market - more 
walked there than biked. In morning time, when few people are around the alley is more dangerous 
than the afternoon when many people are in the area. Photo courtesy of Rowell Brokaw.

WEEKEND MORNING OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION B

B
C

CB

B
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BEHAVIOR MAPPING - WEEKDAY "NOON"

LEGEND

C
B

Location A

Location B

Pedestrian Young Male

Pedestrian Old Male

Pedestrian Young Female

Pedestrian Old Female

Bike

Vehicle

WEEKDAY "NOON" OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION A & B

WEDNESDAY | 7/3/19 | 1:00 - 2:00 PM \/

FRIDAY | 7/5/19 | 12:15 - 1:15 PM /\

Pearl Street has much more traffic than the alleys at this of the day. The main corridor was very noisy 
with sounds of honking echoing off of the buildings. 

Many people were talking on, listening to, or looking at their phones. Most people walking were in 
pairs and carrying bags or backpacks. One woman even had a shopping card with her. A man walked 
by with an unfolded sleeting bag. A lot of people are walking by with food items (to-go orders from 
restaurants and the like). Some even carry groceries from the nearby Whole Foods market (2 blocks to 
the North East). Two people were friendly and tried to hold a conversation. People are mostly dressed 
in t-shirts, as it’s pretty warm out. No children were walking alone and few were even in the area - only 
a girl and boy around 12 years old.  Many people were walking their bike and not riding it. Do the bike 
lanes feel unsafe? 
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BEHAVIOR MAPPING - WEEKEND "NOON"

0'            50'         100'

WEEKDAY "NOON" OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION A & B

SATURDAY | 7/6/19 | 12:00 - 1:00 PM /\

SATURDAY | 7/6/19 | 2:00 - 3:00 PM \/

There was a steady breeze blowing to the West. A woman walked out of 
the trash room from the North alley with a big bag full trash and walked 
towards her parked car in the adjacent lot and left. A person sat on the 
ground in the parking lot and tapped his guitar - he didn't play, just 
tapped. Two teenagers in the North alley looked at the graffiti and then 
lit up a joint. A car drove down the East alley and parked in the middle 
blocking traffic - the driver then left. 

The birds sang and then the breeze stopped and the sunlight was very 
hot.  Few people were outside walking. An older woman appeared to be 
loitering and then got a coffee and kept walking around the block  - there 
is a elderly apartment complex on the sub-block to the North of the site.

However, there were a lot of cars driving down Pearl Street. Researchers 
counted about 20 cars per light change. It seemed that Broadway was 
a busy street for restaurants and retail shops and people were traveling 
down Pearl Street to park in the garages/street and then walking up 
toward Broadway Boulevard. The street parking near the Art Supply store 
(diagonal to the site) was the most popular parking area. 

The pedestrians tend to go out of their way to walk in the shade. There 
were not many cyclists (the Peace Health Bikes were not used or returned 
at the station) but the ones who were there were using the bike lanes. In 
fact, there were no Peace Health Bikes in the rack on the site during the 
period of study.
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BEHAVIOR MAPPING - WEEKDAY EVENINGS

It was mostly sunny and moderate temperature. Pearl street and 10th street had a lot of traffic - 
probably due to the 4th of July holiday. There were traffic jams during this time. The only noise 
was from the traffic--the engine sound, honking, and the sound between tires and ground. On the 
southern of edge of the site, there were a few bikes in the Peace Health rack. There were no people 
loitering. 

There was one car parked in front of the site for about 10 minutes - there were lots of open parking 
spaces. The parking garages are nearly empty during the evening times.  There should have been 
more people walking with dogs but there were few pedestrians out for walking. Two people used the 
ADA path. At 6:00 pm part of the site was under the shadow and it quickly became cloudy and windy 
with cool temperatures. 

WEEKDAY EVENINGS OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION ALEGEND

C
B

Location A

Location B

Pedestrian Young Male

Pedestrian Old Male

Pedestrian Young Female

Pedestrian Old Female

Bike

Vehicle

WEDNESDAY | 7/3/19 | 5:00 - 6:00 PM \/

WEDNESDAY | 7/3/19 | 8:00 - 9:00 PM /\
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0'            50'         100'

WEEKDAY EVENINGS OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION B

WEDNESDAY | 7/10/19 | 9:00 - 10:00 PM /\

Overall there were a lot of older individuals and businessmen walking the streets. Street parking along 
the east side of Pearl street was occupied, while street parking along the east side was completely 
vacant. Almost no traffic was on 10th Street. The traffic on Pearl Street was a steady flow. 

Females seem to feel comfortable walking in the alley during this time of day. There was even an 
older woman with a walker that walked through the alley, but seems cautious of oncoming truck. 
There were several older individuals that walked from and towards the retirement housing. There 
was a delivery truck that parked in the alley for more than 10 minutes. There were no pedestrians 
that walked through the alley while the truck was parked there. There were a few loitering people 
that walked out of the adjacent structure next to the Greyhound station, they seemed to have been 
sleeping in the building. There were a few business men as well as bikers that walked through the 
alley and parking lot.
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BEHAVIOR MAPPING - WEEKEND EVENINGS

Most of the traffic was moving from West to East on 10th Avenue and it seemed like the most traffic 
was actually on High Street at this time - which is a one-way street to the North. In the area, most 
pedestrians were male with some women walking on their own. The area was quiet in general and 
note very close to any extremely loud noises. The buses moved down 10th Avenue regularly. The 
weather was overcast and there was only one loitering person in sitting underneath the covering of 
the bus station. The surface parking lots were less than half capacity but the northern lot had cars in it 
and the southern lot was empty.

WEEKDAY EVENINGS OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION ALEGEND

C
B

Location A

Location B

Pedestrian Young Male

Pedestrian Old Male

Pedestrian Young Female

Pedestrian Old Female

Bike

Vehicle

SATURDAY | 7/6/19 | 6:00 - 7:00 PM \/

SUNDAY | 7/7/19 | 4:00 - 5:00 PM /\
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WEEKDAY EVENINGS OBSERVATIONS - LOCATION B

SATURDAY | 7/6/19 | 3:00 - 4:00 PM /\

It was comfortable with a light chill. The air was very humid and rained a little. A person walked by 
with takeaway food from the pizza place near the site. Another person walked by vaping. A loitering 
person passed pushing a cart of personal items. 

There were very few people out at this time of the day. It didn't seem like any events were happening. 
It appeared to be really dead in the area. No bikes were used or even spotted on the street. Without 
people there seemed to be a lot of concrete surfaces in the area around the site. The open parking 
garages also felt empty. 

C
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WHAT 
TYPE OF 

PUBLIC SPACE 
DO YOU WANT 

HERE?
WHAT 

DO YOU THINK 
ABOUT THE BUS 

STATION? DO YOU LIKE 
IT? WHAT SHOULD IT 

BECOME?

WHERE 
DO YOU LIVE? 

HOW LONG HAVE 
YOU LIVED THERE? 

DO YOU LIKE IT?

HOW 
DID YOU GET 

HERE TODAY? HOW 
DO YOU USUALLY 

ARRIVE? HOW LONG 
DO YOU STAY & 

WHY COME?

TELL ME ABOUT  
YOUR EXPERIENCE IN 
DOWNTOWN EUGENE.

DO 
YOU THINK 

DOWNTOWN 
EUGENE IS SAFE?  
WHAT ARE SAFE 
PUBLIC SPACES?
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WHAT IS 

UNIQUE ABOUT 
DOWNTOWN  
EUGENE? WHAT  

ARE THE BEST 
QUALITIES?

TELL ME ABOUT  
YOUR EXPERIENCE IN 
DOWNTOWN EUGENE. The interview is an active research method that gives a voice to 

stakeholders and allows them to directly give feedback on a particular 
subject. By conducting this type of field research we are able to learn 
about the perspectives of pedestrians and locals in the area to better 
ground our design in empirical evidence (evidence-based-design). 
An additional benefit of active research is that increased stakeholder 
participation corresponds to increased investment in a project's 
outcome.  Its more likely that the community will engage more with the 
design when their opinions are sought. 

Our process for interviews started with a class discussion  to determine 
the type of people we should talk with. We developed three categories: 
pedestrians, employees, and neighbors. Neighbors were people that 
lived in the area and they could tell us about the experience of living 
downtown although few agreed to an interview. Pedestrians were people 
that walked near the site and they could tell us about walking downtown. 
Employees were people that worked near the site and they could tell us 
about the experience of being downtown for business. 

Each student was responsible for two interviews for a total of n=15. The 
interviews were semi-structured - meaning that we developed a list of 
possible questions but decided it was best to focus on listening rather 
than leading the conversation. This technique is helpful to build trust and 
encourage participants to open up about their perspective. Generally, 
though the questions fell into the categories listed to the left. Interviews 
lasted 5 to 20 minutes and took place near the site. Some students  
recorded the interview and developed an audio transcript while other 
students took detailed field notes. Each interview was analyzed and key 
findings were developed as explained in the following chapter.

INTERVIEWS
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UNIVERSITY OF OREGON STUDENT (M)
He was originally from a small town in Pennsylvania, but he has lived 
in the Eugene for the past few years because of school. He feels like 
downtown Eugene is generally pretty okay. He always bikes or drives to 
where he is going at night. He never walks at night. However, he doesn’t 
really come downtown unless he is with friends going to get food or 
drinks. Probably, that is because he doesn't live downtown so going 
there is a little far. He feels pretty confident there because he is kind of a 
big guy - but he knows there is some concern about girls walking there 
alone at night. "You never know what could happen."

He thinks downtown needs some "cooler places or parks or something." 
There aren’t really too many places to just hang out unless you are 
specifically going to a store or restaurant. He honestly hasn't found 
a single coffee place in Eugene that he likes. So, maybe some better 
coffee? That doesn’t taste burnt? As for the site, he doesn't have personal 
connection to it or a background in design. "If it could be renovated into 
something cool that might work but also something new might be dope 
too." He doesn’t know. 

He is originally from Portland but lives in Eugene now. He definitely 
comes downtown all of the time. He loves it here but at night maybe 
a little less so. He wished that there were more art resources or places 
for friends to meet up indoors. He would always love if there were more 
book stores. It would be cool to have a book store with a cafe and/or 
library in it. (The Eugene Public Library does have a coffee cart in the 
lobby and is just three blocks to the West). He feels like there is potential 
to do something cool with it, but he doesn’t know what would go there if 
it were to be demolished.

COMIC CLUB ENTHUSIAST (M)

He felt like people are a lot nicer in general in Eugene and he gets 
harassed less there than in other places. Part of it is that he’s young and 
clean and to many people he looks like a simple backpacker on vacation. 

Eugene also has a lot in terms of shelters and options for free meals, as 
long as you’re mobile and timely. The biggest issues that he has is finding 
permanent work - especially without a permanent address. Transitional 
housing opportunities are extremely slim, getting connected with those 
resources can be hard. One of the reasons being close to the downtown 
area is important is because of the opportunity for small or temporary 
jobs in the area. Moving equipment or furniture, day labor, or working 
parking for various events is not uncommon, and always under the 
table. Some of these jobs come from connections through shelters and 
charities, some he finds on places like Craigslist from his phone. WiFi can 
be a tricky thing to find, but there are a few Starbucks that he can hang 
out near and pick up on theirs. 

Most people in need of transitional housing don’t have much and don’t 
need much. A bed, a place to clean and hang clothes, a small kitchen that 
he can cook real food in. Wi-Fi and even a computer lab would be great 
for job hunting and putting together resumes and connecting with others 
in the area. Homelessness can be lonely, as its hard to trust people and 
people sometimes come and go very quickly. Outdoor space like a patio 
or courtyard was less important to him but he did say a basketball court 
or something the residents could use would be nice. He also mentioned 
things like counselors or life coaches might be nice to have in-house 
as a lot of homeless people have stories to tell, and often need more 
help than just a place to stay. Stability, support (when it comes to food), 

professional guidance, and home management (i.e. how to use a laundry 
machine, how to apply and train for a job, or how to use computer 

programs) could be really helpful as well. 

TRANSIENT (M)

INTERVIEWS - PEDESTRIANS

EUGENE TOURIST (M)
He had visited and been to downtown Eugene frequently. He likes to 
drive in downtown Eugene even though he feels strongly about the 
bad parking in Eugene due to the fact that you have to pay to park 
almost everywhere and the two hour time limit on parking spots. He 
believes that Downtown Eugene is not a nice space to be in because 
of all the homeless people and trash in the city. When I asked what 
he liked about the area, initially he said “God,nothing, there’s just too 
many homeless people and trash in the area, the poverty. If it wasn’t 
for that it would probably have a great view and vibe. You see homeless 
people sometimes yelling at kids which is why they don’t really come 
here.” He likes going to the area because of the food options and 
multiple dispensaries around. Christian says that downtown Eugene is 
“interesting, you never know what you are going to see”. He also likes the 
scenery of the area, with all the trees and small shops and restaurants. 
He knows about the new Greyhound Bus Station, but knows nothing 
about the historical building on our site. He thinks that the area lacks 
artwork, and a space to show off art in the city. He knows nothing about 
the housing in the area because he is a student and doesn’t want to live 
in the downtown area. 



EUGENE TOURIST (M)
He is just passing by the site for parking and then going to the Saturday 
Market a few blocks to the north. The site is nearby the market and full 
of parking spaces. He think the bus station is a weird building like an 
industrial building, because the material (like metal) looks like an office 
or industrial building and the hight of the building seems like there 
should be lots of trucks. “This building looks weird and I cannot tell in any 
detail about the history or value of this building.” He think this building 
could be a exhibit for something or they could move the Saturday Market 
here or have some indoor activities take place. He suggested that it could 
be open space because there are a lot of closed spaces here.

She is a middle aged woman, born and raised in Eugene, Oregon. She 
expressed that she has seen the growth in Eugene over the years. When 
asking her about how she felt about the greyhound bus station, she 
looked and it and she said “ I think its kind of an eye sore” and it looks 
really outdated.” 

 She feels it doesn’t fit the aesthetic of what downtown Eugene stands 
for or meeting what Eugene is moving toward. Although it is part of the 
Eugene history she feels that  it should be torn down. She said “I don't 
like the form of it and at this point i think it would be more costly to 
renovate it rather than start from scratch. Even though its not best for the 
environment. “ 

Furthermore, when replacing the building she felt that downtown 
needs more liveliness and that there aren't a lot of options for bars and 
restaurants besides Broadway street. She mentioned things like changing 
transit in the downtown area to decrease parking and car lanes and 
replace them with social engagement. She really feels that Downtown 
Eugene needs more walkable spaces. 

PEACEHEALTH COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR (F)
She always thought the Bus Station didn’t fit in with what was around it. 
It wasn’t a pretty sight when in was functioning . Now it is just abandoned 
which makes it worse. They should just build something new in that spot 
- it is in downtown so it is a good spot.

She lives just around the bus station and came out for a walk. She 
doesn’t really like it there because there are so many people around and 
a lot of cars sometimes. She is also so far from Costco. (At first I thought 
that was pretty odd but then I see her as a retired Asian lady and I can 
understand why she liked Costco). She thinks that it would be fine to 
have more housing around but not affordable housing. 

"No, I don’t think that would be a good idea. That will only lower the 
quality of living around here. I think it would make my neighborhood 
unsafe, with low income people moving here. The people that don’t 
work, moving here?" (I stopped her there thinking that she has affordable 
housing and a homeless shelter mixed up, I then went on explaining what 
affordable housing was and once I did she seems more okay with the 
idea. It seems like there is a big misconception about what affordable 
housing is and if the city does not handle the public messaging it could 
quickly turn into NIMBYism). She thinks the site  needs a nice park. She 
can’t really find a place around to go for her walks. She thinks a nice 
place around the area that people can gather is nice. 

RETIRED (F)

INTERVIEWS - NEIGHBORS
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INTERVIEWS - EMPLOYEES

TIMERS INN (F)
She had never used the Greyhound Bus Station and actually didn't even 
know about it. However, when asked what she would like to see there, 
she said, "some people have talked about a bar or restaurant, that would 
be cool.  It seems like a good place for retail."

What was most interesting is that even though her place of business not 
only included a parking lot but was also surrounded by surface parking 
lots and parking garages she said there was still not enough parking 
during the daytime. Evening, she noted, was an easier time to find a spot. 

He has lived in downtown Eugene for 22 years. But, he is not often in the 
area because he sees it as a place for "people who want to do whatever." 
He was used to be "homeless" and lived on the street in this area for one 
year. That is why he used to recognize at least 50% of the "homeless" 
people who came around the area. They are mostly in their 50 - 60’s. 
Now, there are new faces everyday. He views it as a disintegration of the 
family, and the need to eliminate who is right or wrong. He drives to get 
to work in a company vehicle but he said he doesn’t need a vehicle in the 
downtown area. He goes to Whole Foods and sometimes Safeway for 
groceries but mostly to Winco. He considers Timbers Inn to be his garden 
(territory).  He is mainly concerned about housing insecurity. "It’s okay to 
be homeless, but it’s not okay to steal from people, and it’s not okay to 
beg from people." He doesn’t believe that America works (as a system). 
Philosophically, he believes that  if you’re poor and you have everything 
you need to be happy then you should be happy where you’re at. 

The dream would be to have a farmers market on the Greyhound Bus 
Site. He thinks restaurants should be forgotten so that it could be a 
market of some sort. (This is particularly interesting considering the 
Eugene Farmer's market happens twice a week just 3 blocks north.

CITY OF EUGENE LANDSCAPER (M)

BARISTA AT LOCAL COFFEE SHOP (M)
He works as a Barista as the coffee shop across from the Greyhound 
bus station. When I asked what he thinks of the building he thought it 
was really interesting and that it had potential. He talked about how a 
gentleman from out of town wanted to invest in the building and turn it 
into a comedy club. I believe the potential investor was also a comedian. 
He said that “this side of town really needs more liveliness”. By that he 
meant some sort of attraction that would drive more business to Pearl 
Street. When I told him about our project he said put in a new coffee 
shop and that he would come work over there! 

She is a student at the University of Oregon and frequently goes to 
downtown Eugene area because she works somewhere close. She likes 
the small stores and eating options in the area but believes that it lacks 
shopping stores. When I asked her what kind of stores it lacked, she said 
clothing stores. She would like to see more bigger brand businesses 
open their stores in downtown Eugene, and compared it to Portland 
where there the clothing stores options are endless. She likes to go to the 
different coffee and bakery shops around.

She does not know  a lot about the parking situation because she usually 
likes to walk, but heard that a lot of people complain about it. When 
asked about the Greyhound Bus Station, she says she knows nothing 
about it and doesn’t take it. The only observation she had about the 
space was that she has frequently seen homeless people in the area. She 
likes the parks and think that they are clean and nice, and goes to the 
park by where the Saturday market is. The only housing she knows about 
in downtown Eugene is 13th and Olive and Suites by Hilton. She thinks 
that 13th and Olive building is big and ugly but likes the Suites by Hilton. 
She also says, “I think that there are too many food options, I think that 
there needs to be less food options. I wish there was more small parks 
where a random band can play, more random events where people can 
come enjoy. The space could have more interactive spaces like a Color 
Me Mine”.

LOCAL WORKER (F)



DARK PINE COFFEE (F)
She is in this area often and mainly goes to Ambrosia and other nearby 
restaurants outside of work. She is in the area for work but also for 
recreation - she felt like it was an even split between work and food. She 
drives to get to work but she doesn’t have a hard time finding parking. 
She often parks on street due to convenience. 
 
She is mainly concerned about the number of "homeless" people in the 
area. Even more so during the winter season when it is still dark outside 
when the coffee shop opens. She said that there are a lot of scary people 
out at 6 am. She thinks that more activity based places would bring 
people to the area. Possibly, even some architectural changes such as 
tearing down the overhang. She wants more restaurant/food based 
places, brewery or a pub, or any eatery with an outdoor space.

GROWER’S MARKET (F)
She has always preferred to live outside of town and doesn’t mind having 
to commute to get to downtown. Though, she said it is convenient not 
to commute or to have a very short one at least. As for parking, the issue 
extends far and wide across Eugene. Free parking is extremely scarce, 
even for workers expected to be parked for 8 or more hours.

If the site was developed into housing, she would want in-unit access 
to outdoor private space such as a courtyard or garden. Another main 
feature is strong soundproofing, both between apartments, but also the 
exterior walls themselves. The city is relatively loud and at odd hours of 
the night.  One of the things she really emphasized was the ability to look 
out from her house and not be attached to anything - or seemingly so.

Other than work, she comes to the area primarily for events. Her job 
is actually several blocks north at the Grower’s Market. Art shows and 
markets, as well as live music are events she frequents. Several of her 
friends also live in the area. She’s happy to get her fill of the city, and 
then be able to leave it.  Things like grocery and retail stores are less of 
a concern, as she can use her car to get around. We talked about green 
space, and she commented on how the space in the area doesn’t need it 
so much as it needs sidewalk space and space like “squares” that can be 
used by the local businesses and restaurants. 

OREGON ART SUPPLY (F)
She said the Bus Station was pretty busy around certain hours when it 
was still open but she thought it helped with business. People who were 
waiting to travel would come over to browse around. The building has 
an interesting color, but it wouldn’t be her first choice. She has a car. To 
be honest, downtown Eugene feels like a large city to her just by how 
people move around the place. However, the number of people living 
here is closer to a suburb in design. She walks and bikes to work and gets 
to places around Eugene without her car. She likes that destinations are 
super close. It would be nice if there were more large corporation stores 
closer - just like how target and CVS are further out. Don’t get her wrong 
the public transportation around here is pretty good. She used to live in 
Tennessee where even good sidewalks were rare. 

She doesn't think it would be a good idea to put housing on the Bus 
Station site because it being in downtown it would raise up the price 
unnecessarily. She would like most of the housing to be built for people 
of mid- to low-income. She would be fine with affordable housing 
in downtown but she thinks that there is already enough housing in 
downtown. She doesn't think a tall, new, shiney building would fit into 
downtown Eugene. With the good public transportation there should be 
more well established small- businesses.  A plant nursery, a thrift store, or 
an “everything store” with a well stocked pharmacy.

He has lived in downtown for 8 months - which is not a long time. Since 
he has been here the bus station has been empty. He does not have 
many emotions about this station. He think the site should have a 
restaurant or an office, but more outdoor and social spaces would be 
better. He thinks the old building is interesting and has a special layout. 
But, he has only seen that it is only for parking and homeless people who 
like to sleep there.

He likes the red bricks and the wood material but the others ( like the 
curving shape and yellow color) are OK but not good enough to keep.

CAFE (M)
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Affordable housing, co-work space, and a foodcart pod in downtown 
Eugene.

BY TREVOR BEDNARZ
MEND
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PART - CONCEPT

The purpose of affordable housing development is to create a stabilizing 
space for people to live.  This project is meant as an example of what can 
happen when people are given the opportunity and tools to succeed.

The form started with a traditional L shaped tower to allow light on all 
sides.  Next, corners were softened to represent lowering the barrier of 
entry.  Next, holes are punched at these corners to allow light and access 
in to the spaces.  Finally, a trellis on the facade mends the form back 
together.

/mend/
verb: mend; 3rd person present: mends; past tense: mended; past participle: mended; gerund or present participle: mending

1.  repair (something that is broken or damaged).

 2.   return to health; heal
3.   improve (an unpleasant situation, especially a disagreement).
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/mend/
verb: mend; 3rd person present: mends; past tense: mended; past participle: mended; gerund or present participle: mending

1.  repair (something that is broken or damaged).

 2.   return to health; heal
3.   improve (an unpleasant situation, especially a disagreement).

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The structure consists of CLT floor plates (green) with concrete cores 
(yellow) around the stairs and elevators.  Glu-Lam columns and beams 
(red) make up the tertiary structure, supporting the CLT panels.  Interior 
and exterior walls are non-structural.

RULES
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This view from the South West of the site gives an overall impression of 
the massing and shows the lumber facade wrapping around the roof. 
Directly outside the plaza, the ramp allows food trucks access as well 
as providing a universal path into the building.  Bike racks are spread 
throughout the plaza as a variety of seating options. (REF: Image above.)

CORNER OF 10TH AND PEARL | ENTRY TO PLAZA
One of multiple co-work spaces with rent-able desk space, this space is 
airy and filled with light.  Business and financial advising is also available 
for tenants and co-work participants.(REF: Image Opposite Top).

The typical living space of each unit consists of a kitchen, living, and 
dining space.  Large windows allow ample daylight, and each unit has a 
private balcony.  Washer/dryer hookups are in each unit, as apposed to a 
communal laundry room. (REF: Image Opposite Bottom).

UNIT LIVING SPACE

CO-WORK SPACE
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FIRST FLOOR

CO-WORK SPACE

SITE PLAN + FIRST FLOOR

LOBBY

MANAGEMENT 
OFFICE

CO-WORK SPACE

FOOD CART PLAZA

10TH ST

PE
AR

L 
ST

SCALE 1:30
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SECOND FLOOR

CO-WORK SPACE

CO-WORK SPACE

CAFE

OPEN TO 
BELOW

FOOD 
PANTRY

OPEN TO 
BELOW

OPEN TO 
BELOW

SCALE 1:30
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THIRD - ELEVENTH FLOOR

3BED 2 BATH
1050 SF

3BED 2 BATH
1050 SF

2BED 2 BATH
950 SF

2BED 2 BATH
950 SF

2BED 2 BATH
950 SF

2BED 2 BATH
950 SF

1BED 1 BATH
800 SF

1BED 1 BATH
800 SF

STUDIO
450 SF

STUDIO
450 SF

COMMUNITY 
ROOM

TENANT 
STORAGE

SCALE 1:30
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TWELFTH FLOOR + ROOF

COMMUNITY 
ROOM

COMMUNITY 
ROOM

STORAGE

STOR

COMMUNITY 
ROOM

ROOF TERRACE

SCALE 1:30
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SOUTH-WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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OUT OF THE HOUSE
BY SYDNEY BAMBACH
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PARTI AND FORM

The design concept from 
the basic idea of a form 
of a house, then shifted 
to skew the house to 
create unique spaces. The 
house parti can be found 
primarily in plan view
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STRUCTURE

The structure primarily consists of floor 
plates that are connected by 12” load-
bearing walls.
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

TAP HOUSE
CONVENIENCE 
STORE

COMMUNITY 
SPACE

COMMUNITY 
SPACE

STORAGERETAIL

RETAIL

CAFE
LOBBY 

GYM

PLAYGROUND

SCALE 1:30
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

COMMUNITY 
SPACE

ONE BED

STUDIO

STUDIO

STUDIO
THREE BED

TWO BED

STUDIO

ONE BED

TWO BED

ONE BED

All units are repeated vertically with the second floor as the origin point. All floors have some variation 
of one of three community spaces, normal, gym, and dropped floor spaces. The floors become smaller 
as the move up, starting with the 8th floor

SCALE 1:30
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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FOURTH - SIXTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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SEVENTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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EIGHTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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DN

NINTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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TENTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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ELEVENTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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TWELFTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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NORTH ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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EAST ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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WEST - EAST SECTION

SCALE 1:30
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WEST - EAST SECTION

SCALE 1:30
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SCALE 1:30

NORTH - SOUTH SECTION
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SCALE 1:30

NORTH - SOUTH SECTION
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MODEL PHOTOGRAPHS
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LIVE  GROW
BY JADE DANEK
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PROGRAM

lofted 1 bedroom
studio
agricultural
commercial
amenities



EXTERIOR RENDERING

A view of the building from the street level.
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UNITS

Residential Unit Residential UnitUNIT 1 : SQUARE UNIT 2 : SLANT



Residential Unit Agricultural UnitUNIT 3 : HOUSE        UNIT 4 : TRIANGLE        
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STRUCTURE

Each unit has its own structural system, 
which can be added and connected to 
the larger whole. The building system is 
comprised of steel, concrete, and wood.
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The combination of the units together 
creates a stable and easily changeable 
structure.     
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20



SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20



FOURTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20
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FITFH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20



SIXTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20
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NORTH FACING ELEVATION



NORTH FACING SECTION
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EAST FACING ELEVATION



EAST FACING SECTION
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AGRICULTURAL UNIT INTERIOR

The high walls support vertical growing 
systems within the dense urban 
envoirnment.



AGRICULTURAL UNIT INTERIOR

Space under the slanted growing system 
could be utilized for growing as well.
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HOUSE UNIT INTERIOR

The non-lofted studio has a large 
window against the wall as well as a 
skylight, which allows for optimal light 
to be let in.



SQUARE UNIT INTERIOR

The square shaped lofted studio allows 
for the maximization of space and 
creates a dynamic environment.
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CITY SKYLINES
JESSICA DEBORD
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As Eugene transitions and grows from a large college town to a metro 
and urban area, we are experiencing a change in urban scale. Taller 
buildings are taking up larger lots on city blocks, and overall bigger 
buildings are becoming more common, and constant construction 
continues to expand infrastructure and roadways.

The purpose of this building is to not only bring affordable housing into 
an area that desperately needs it, but also to be a step in the growing 
pains of Eugene. The imagery of a city skyline condensed into a quarter 
city block is something that could be expanded upon and then increased 
in size as Eugene reaches the status of a larger city. It’s meant to be 
building that both defines the skyline, but also allows it to blend in with 
future development.

SLIDING SCALES

PARTI

CITY SKYLINES
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The goal of this project was to provide everything from commercial to 
residential areas, at a variety of scales in order  to help as many people as 
possible. The market place on the ground floor features both permanent 
vendor suites at various sizes and flexible seasonal market space in order 
to bring in more seasonal vendors as well. This allows the building and 
organization to take advantage of the many Eugene events to bring in live 
music, performance art, and other activities into the space, generating as 
much revenue as possible within the available space. This also relieves 
some pressure on keeping all of the permanent vendor space filled year 
round.

In terms of residential units, we have created the opportunity to feature 
studio, one bedroom, and two bedroom apartments, as well as some 
larger market rate 2 bedroom units. This mix of affordable housing 
and market housing helps with the overall cost/income balance of the 
building.

DESIGN GOALS
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Being one of the taller buildings in the area, it is going to be essential to 
look at surrounding views.

In order to be both directional and allowing for exploration, the market 
circulation follows a slightly pointed pinwheel, culminating in a central 
area near the permanent coffee shop and commercial administrative 
office.

A U-shaped circulation around a central outdoor courtyard allows for 
maximum windows and glazing for as many units as possible, as well as 
allowing a majority of units to be connected centrally. Fire escapes are 
marked in red.

In order to create a sense of privacy and security for the residents from 
the commercial space below, a transitional floor will serve only the lobby, 
intake, and community spaces. No commercial customers will be able to 
wander past the 3rd floor.

VIEWS

DIRECTIONAL PINWHEEL

RESIDENTIAL CIRCULATION

TRANSITIONAL FLOOR

Parking
lots

Parking
lot, book
store

Key Bank

Timbers
Inn

Parking
Structures
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Hotel

Parking
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Parking
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DIAGRAMS
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Parking
lots

Parking
lot, book
store

Key Bank

Timbers
Inn

Parking
Structures

Eugene
Hotel

Based around a 24’ structural grid, which is 
easily achievable with both post tensioned 
concrete and steel, the entire building is 
designed to transfer loads directly down via 
exterior walls and the column grid.

STRUCTURE AND FORM

STRUCTURAL GRID
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UP

UP

UP

323 SF

Admin
Office

275 SF

Coffee
Counter
Space

300 SF

Male
Restroom

328 SF

Female
Restroom

317 SF

Food
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Pop Up
Vendor

260 SF

Hard
Goods
Vendor

471 SF

Cafe
Dining
Room

837 SF

Service or
Hard

Goods
Vendor

12381 SF

Seasonal
Market

and
Parking

182 SF

Outdoor
Furniture
Storage

106 SF
Transformers

SCALE 1:30
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

DN
UP

DN UP

DN UP

634 SF

Resturaunt
Dining
Room

3141 SF

Flexible
Dining
Space
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Mezzanine
Over

Market
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SCALE 1:30
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN

DN
UP
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UP
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Mail and
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Staff
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Computer
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Storage

SCALE 1:30
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FOURTH FLOOR PLAN

UP
DN
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UP
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UP

633 SF

Living
Area

683 SF
Gym
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Bulk/Bike
Storage

65 SF
WC
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Trash
Room
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Gym Patio
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Private
Patio
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Patio
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Private
Patio

SCALE 1:30
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---WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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NORTH - SOUTH SECTION
-
---

SCALE 1:30
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EAST-WEST SECTION-
---

SCALE 1:30
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ROOM STUDY
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Skin Study
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CUT OFF
BY PAUL HSU
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CONCEPT

cut
off



FORM DIAGRAM
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STRUCTURE DIAGRAM



ROOM STUDY
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SITE PLAN



WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 1:20
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SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE 1:20



EAST ELEVATION

SCALE 1:20
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NORTH-SOUTH SECTION

SCALE 1:20



EAST-WEST SECTION

SCALE 1:20
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Electric
/

IT
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Trash
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Bike
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN



SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20



FOURTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:20
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FIFTH - NINTH FLOOR PLANS

SCALE 1:20
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RENDERINGS
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SOFT “U” SHAPE
BY SU LI
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PARTI + CONCEPT

The organic curve of the building and landscape slow pedestrians and 
soften the site creating a peaceful, green space for the Eugene Downtown 
District. 
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SINGLE ROOMMULTI FAMILY

LANDSCAPE

COMMERCIAL AREA

 A main “U” shaped circulation path and 
several smaller circulation paths create 
different spaces throughout

CIRCULATION

All areas can get daily solar access, while 
green roofs and vertical landscape are a 
cooling system and improve the drainage 
system. 

SOLAR REALM

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS
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SITE MODEL - CONTEXT
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EAST-WEST SECTION

SCALE 1:20

A A

A A
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NORTH-SOUTH SECTION

B B
SCALE 1:20

B

B
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COURTYARD STUDY

ALTERNATIVE ONE:
Multiple space types
Landscape height change

ALTERNATIVE TWO:
Raised landscaped platform
Match building shape 
Central gathering space

ALTERNATIVE THREE:
Landform creates playful place
Combination of 1 & 2
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE COURTYARD LANDSCAPE
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The preferred alternative landscape plan integrates the successful 
elements from the courtyard room study. The level change allows 
visual connection but also privacy. The spaces have been divided to 
account for small group private space, large group gathering space, and 
a playground for young children. This landscape design celebrated the 
organic process of composition. It also contributes to the urban fabric of 
Downtown Eugene by adding green social spaces. 
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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SECOND - SEVENTH FLOOR PLANS
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SCALE 1:20
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Two Bed 
1150sqft

U
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Up

EIGHTH - TENTH FLOOR PLANS

SCALE 1:20



SKIN STUDY MODEL

Inside of the soft U-shape, a curved 
interior surface contradicts the rigid form 
of  the exterior of the building. The surface 
was studied in detail for environmental 
properties and a solution of vertical wood 
fins shading a glass facade was the final skin 
solution. 
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CONCEPT MODEL



CONCEPT MODEL IN CONTEXT
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Urban Acupuncture
Mix-Use Housing
Affordable Housing
Historic Preservation (Restoration)

“Urban Acupuncture is a social environmental theory that combines 
contemporary urban design with traditional Chinese acupuncture. Using 
small-scale interventions to transform the larger urban context. Just as 
the practice of acupuncture is aimed to relieving stress in the human 
body, the goal of urban acupuncture is to relieve stress in the built 
environment.”

 Eugene Greyhound Bus Station is an important part of Eugene’s 
downtown history. This building has been apart of the downtown city 
scape since 1949 and played significant roll in public transportation; not 
just for local commute but for visitors from all over the world. Keeping 
the building was important in not only preserving a piece of Eugen’s 
aesthetic history, but to symbolically appreciate the social connection 
the bus station facilitated at this location. 

PROMENADE
BY BRITTANY MCDOWELL
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BRIDGE

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT

EXISTINGNEW

PARTI DIAGRAMS

When approaching this project, keeping the original bus station and 
building a new mix-use housing building provided opportunity for public 
engagement space. In an effort to create an outdoor space that is usable 
year around, glass coverage was needed between buildings. The glass 
cover worked to enhance the outdoor predominate space but also, in 
result,it bridges the gap between the exiting and new building. 

The promenade is designed to mimic the same circulation as the 
previous bus transit route. This Greyhound Bus Station route was the 
catalyst for social engagement and impromptu collaborations. While 
holding the value of  community, social engagement and outdoor green 
space at high priority in this project, transforming the existing bus route 
into the promenade intuitively respects the physical and symbolic 
significance of this route. Additionally, directing traffic through this 
space, responds to  the less appealing walking routes along the corner of 
10th and Pearl. 
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When looking at the original site plan, the greyhound bus station in 
split into two part: the indoor lounge, office and ticket booths and the 
outdoor bus turn around route. Pushing the transit route form down 
allowed for out door space and extruding the remaining site space 
created the mix-use high rise apartment building. 

The site orientation worked perfectly with southern facing sun pouring 
into the central promenade. Reducing the eastern high-rise prevented 
too much shade into the outdoor space. Additionally, pushing the 
storefront in allowed the promenade to feel more human scale in 
relation to this touring high-rise building.

FORM AND FOREGROUND
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The base level of the high rise building consists of the apartment entry, 
office and mail room. The remaining first floor is made up of large and 
small store front spaces. The storefront garage doors allow for the store 
spaces to spill into the promenade center and further enhances the 
circulation between the buildings. The second floor includes a resident’s 
event space and gym that look over the promenade. The second through 
eleventh floor are one to three bedroom affordable housing apartments. 
Each floor has a laundry room , elevator and stair at the end of the south 
and west wing. Adjacent to west wing laundry rooms are lounge spaces

with computer access and corner glass windows the look over Pearl 
Street and Pearl Street Promenade. 

Resorting the Greyhound bus station allowed for key historic features 
to be kept while updating and neutralizing the aesthetic of the facade. 
The bus station has been transformed into ‘The Depot’; which includes 
a comedy club, a brewery, a bar, and restaurant. Garage doors also line 
the north side of the building allow users to flow into the promenade 
from ‘The Depot’. The promenade glass cover mitigates sound coming 
from live music and comedy shows that would otherwise echo up to the 
resident apartments.  

MIX-USE HOUSING & HISTORIC RESTORATION



 Pearl Street Promenade strives to encourage  foot traffic from Broadway 
down Pearl Street. Studies show that anchor stores boosts the success 
of surrounding stores front by enhancing the foot traffic through these 
streets. Anchor stores may include name brand stores, well know 
restaurants, transit station, libraries, and event centers. Transforming the 
Greyhound bus station into ‘The Depot’ allows for a range of user types 
throughout the day.  

Morning brunch will attract the retired community that live a few 
buildings down at ‘The Eugene Hotel’; a hotel now used as premier 
retirement apartments. The brewery will  bring in a lively demographic in 
the afternoon and evening hours. Comedy and live music allows for an 
array of genres to be experienced in this space. Adjacent stores on Pearl 
Street will benefit from the enhanced foot traffic, transforming the most 
vacant storefront street in downtown Eugene to one of the most desired.  

PEARL STREET PROMENADE
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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1" = 20'-0"1 South
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SCALE 1:20
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WEST ELEVATION

1" = 20'-0"1 East
SCALE 1:20
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ROOF TOP LOUNGE LOOKING
OVER WEST WING OF PROMENADE

PROMENADE SOUTH FACING WING

PROMENADE SOUTH FACING WING
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ROOF TOP LOUNGE LOOKING
OVER WEST WING OF PROMENADE

INTERIOR CORNER LIVE MUSIC 
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PROMENADE SOUTH FACING WING PROMENADE SOUTH FACING WING

PROMENADE SOUTH FACING WING WATER FOUNTAIN AND SEATING
SOUTH END OF PROMENADE

ROOM STUDY
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SKIN STUDY



BUILDING MODEL
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The Greyhound Bus Station in Downtown Eugene is a streamline modern 
historical building that was the hub for transportation starting in 1949. 
After 78 years, the Greyhound Bus Station has relocated, leaving behind 
the historical building. Based on research of the Downtown Eugene area, 
we see a need for housing, especially affordable housing options. 

In order to stimulate the area, we have designed a multi-use space with 
commercial and retail spaces in addition to housing. I also wanted 
to add some courtyard and outdoor public spaces to the area, as the 
closest public square is located a couple blocks away to the north east 
of the site. My idea is that by bringing more life and spaces for social 
interaction into the Downtown Area, it will promote more people to 
come Downtown. 

My design intent saves the historical building facade and bus bay while 
adding more modern forms on top for housing. I set back the additional 
floors to highlight the strong, unique corner that the original building 
had. The shifting rectangular forms for the housing provides balcony 
space for the housing units and a multitude of different views. The 
shifting floors also lets those who don’t want a balcony to still view and 
interact with the public square below. 

STACKED 
BEATRIX NGIA
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The Greyhound Bus Station building 
has a lot of qualities that I think should 
be preserved to represent the history of 
Eugene. 

HISTORIC BUILDING

DESIGN INTENT

CONCEPT DIAGRAM

Original Building and Site Pull back to open up courtyard Add bridge between two parts

Original building and site. Pull back to open up courtyard. Add a bridge between two volumes.
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Load bearing walls with 
enclosed fire stairs cores.

Podium construction with
heavy timber columns on 
a 20’ grid. 

I decided to preserve the historical corner front of the original Greyhound 
Bus Station on 10th and Pearl St. I also kept the existing bus bay, but 
modify it to make it wider and extended through the site to divide it into 
two parts. 

PARTI DIAGRAM + GUIDING PRINCIPLES OUTDOOR SPACES DIAGRAM 

STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OUTDOOR PLAZA CIRCULATION DIAGRAM 
Public to private courtyard and 
circulation influenced by landscaping.

buffer area between food stalls and 
retail created by landscaping. 

BUILDING DIAGRAMS

The courtyard transitions from public to private. The circulation is 
influenced by landscaping. There is a buffer area between food stalls and 
retail created by the landscaping.

Load bearing walls with enclosed 
fire stair as the core.

Podium construction with heavy 
timber columns on a 20-foot grid.
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FLOORS 2 AND 3
The diagram to the left shows which floor plate the floor plans 
shown are on and how they shift in relation to the rest of the 
building. Rather than having every floor shift, every two floors 
shift as a unit. I did this in order to emphasize the concept of a 
rectangular unit that is moving back and forth.  

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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FLOORS  4 AND 5
The diagram to the left shows which floor plate the floor plans 
shown are on and how they shift in relation to the rest of the 
building. Rather than having every floor shift, every two floors 
shift as a unit. I did this in order to emphasize the concept of a 
rectangular unit that is moving back and forth.  

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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FIFTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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SIXTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30

FLOORS  6 AND 7
The diagram to the left shows which floor plate the floor plans 
shown are on and how they shift in relation to the rest of the 
building. Rather than having every floor shift, every two floors 
shift as a unit. I did this in order to emphasize the concept of a 
rectangular unit that is moving back and forth.  
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SEVENTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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EIGHTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30

FLOORS  8 AND 9
The diagram to the left shows which floor plate the floor plans 
shown are on and how they shift in relation to the rest of the 
building. Rather than having every floor shift, every two floors 
shift as a unit. I did this in order to emphasize the concept of a 
rectangular unit that is moving back and forth.  
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NINTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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TENTH FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:30
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EAST-WEST SECTION (A)

SCALE 1:30
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NORTH-SOUTH SECTION (B)

SCALE 1:30
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WEST ELEVATION 

SCALE 1:30
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SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE 1:30
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EAST ELEVATION 

SCALE 1:30
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MODEL PHOTOGRAPHS

PROCESS MODELS CONCEPT MODELS FINAL MODEL
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THANKS
Thank you to the firms and organizations that volunteered their time to 
lead our class on a tour. Tangible examples are critical to understanding 
how design principles are implemented. They also helped us manage 
expectations and identify best practices that work in our city and in 
similar climates.

Thank you to the guest lecturers who shared their expertise allowing us a 
broad range of topics to explore our project. Design is the production of 
space based on experience and understanding. These lectures expanded 
our perspective and allowed us to produce more realistic alternatives.

Thank you to our reviewers. Your technical expertise and critique allowed 
us to focus on specific areas of the project and address a broad range of 
topics with confidence.

Thank you to the UO Department of Architecture for supporting our 
studio with funds to travel to Portland, Oregon. We were able to tour 
successful examples of mixed-use affordable housing at a density 
not available to us in Eugene as well as walk through well-designed 
pedestrian corridors and public spaces. 

And, finally, a sincere "thank you" to the students who dedicated their 
summer to learning and understanding more about the critical issues of 
housing insecurity, historic preservation, and public space. Empathy in 
design will  transform the built environment into a more equitable space. 
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TOUR 1 | ORCHARDS ON 82ND
SERA ARCHITECTS
TRAVIS DANG

TOUR 2 | GREY'S LANDING
ANKROM MOISAN ARCHITECTURE
MICHAEL BONN

TOUR 3 | THE MYRTLEWOOD
BERGSUND DELANEY ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
ANNE DELANEY
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF LANE COUNTY
KRISTEN KARLE

TOUR 4 | ROOSEVELT CROSSING
SPONSORS, INC.
LAURA JOHNSON

TOUR 5 | THE OAKS AT 14TH
SPONSORS, INC.
LAURA JOHNSON

TOUR 6 | AMAZON CORNER
ROWELL BROKAW ARCHITECTS
KEN HUTCHINSON

TOUR 7 | GREYHOUND BUS STATION
ROWELL BROKAW ARCHITECTS
GREG ROWELL
PETER KING

AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN THE UNITED STATES:  
AN ARCHITECT'S PERSPECTIVE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
CHISTINA BOLLO

DESIGN FOR CHARACTER: 
 HISTORIC PRESERVATION, CONCEPTS, AND PRACTICE
CULTURAL LANDSCAPE RESEARCH GROUP
NOAH KERR

DESIGNER AND DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVES ON 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECTS IN OREGON
BERGSUND DELANEY ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
ANNE DELANEY
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF LANE COUNTY
KRISTEN KARLE

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
NANCY CHENG, RA, LEED AP
     ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
     HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

TREVER BRUHN
     STUDENT SERVICES MANAGER
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BERGSUND DELANEY ARCHITECTS
ANNE DELANEY, RA
     PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT
AMANDA DONOFRIO, RA
     SENIOR ARCHITECT

ROWELL BROKAW ARCHITECTS
PETER KING, RA
     SENIOR ARCHITECT

NIR PEARLSON ARCHITECTS
JARROD POWELL
     ARCHITECT

THE URBAN COLLABORATIVE
MARK GILLEM, FAIA, FAICP, PHD
     PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT & PLANNER
TIM MCADAMS, AICP
     PLANNER
CHRISTOPHER BECKER, LEED GA
     ASSOCIATE PLANNER & ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
DONALD RICKMAN, AICP
     PLANNER
KYHETICA LATTIN
     ARCHITECTURAL INTERN

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF LANE COUNTY
KRISTEN KARLE
     PROJECT MANAGER

CITY OF EUGENE
JENNIFER KNAPP, AICP
     URBAN DESIGNER

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
HOWARD DAVIS
     PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE
NANCY CHENG, RA, LEED AP
     ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
JIM GIVENS, RA
     CAREER SENIOR INSTRUCTOR IN ARCHITECTURE
TOM HAHN, RA
     CAREER INSTRUCTOR IN ARCHITECTURE
NOAH KERR
     DOCTORAL CANDIDATE IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
SEAN MICHAEL KELLY
     DOCTORAL CANDIDATE IN ARCHITECTURE
NIYATI NAIK
     DOCTORAL CANDIDATE IN ARCHITECTURE
SUBIK SHRESTHRA
     DOCTORAL CANDIDATE IN ARCHITECTURE

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
ADNYA SARASMITA
     DOCTORAL CANDIDATE IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
ISABEL RIVERA, PHD
     ARCHITECT & ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
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STUDIO ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

LIVE | GROW
JADE DANEK
B. ARCHITECTURE

MEND
TREVOR BEDNARZ
M. ARCHITECTURE

Our studio was comprised of a diverse group of graduate and 
undergraduate students. We had students pursuing interior architecture, 
architecture, and landscape architecture. For some students, this project 
was their first building studio while others were advancing to terminal 
studios. Some of the students used this summer studio as an opportunity 
to become proficient in certain design software applications and their 
progress is commendable. 

An an intermediate studio, each student was in a different place of 
learning about architecture and this studio afforded an opportunity 
to scale up to engage critical components of urban design. In addition 
to the class exercises such as research and site models, students were 
expected to contribute by producing a concept design that fully explored 
their area of focus. The result was a collection of projects that ranged in 
focus and scale - from refined interior designs to advanced structural and 
environmental systems to landscaped public space.

I enjoyed learning with the students and supporting them to develop 
unique and innovative solutions through the lens of urban acupuncture. 
Thank you for the opportunity to work with you and develop this course.

LYNDSEY DEATON, RA, LEED AP, BD+C
ARCH 484/584 | URBAN ACUPUNCTURE
INSTRUCTOR OF RECORD | SUMMER 2019
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

CITY SKYLINES
JESSICA DEBORD
B. ARCHITECTURE

OUT OF THE HOUSE
SYDNEY BOMBACH
B. INTERIOR
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PROMENDADE
BRITTANY MCDOWELL
B. INTERIOR 

CUT OFF
PAUL HSU
B. LANDSCAPE
 

SOFT "U" SHAPE
SU LI
B. LANDSCAPE

STACKED
BEATRIX NGIA
B. ARCHITECTURE
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